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NEW ERA OF CANADA KOREA RELATIONS FOLLOWING CKFTA TRADE 

MISSION  
 

 

SEOUL, KOREA  – The Honourable Yonah Martin, Deputy Leader of the Government in the 

Senate and Co-Chair of Canada Korea Inter-Parliamentary Group, and Parliamentary Secretaries 

Chungsen Leung and Peter Braid, along with more than 100 Canadian delegates visited Korea from 

February 8-13 on a multi-sector Trade Mission led by the Minister of International Trade, Ed Fast. 

Canada's new Ambassador to Korea, His Excellency Eric Walsh (presented his credentials on February 

11th at the Blue House), but took part in the entire program; and Canada's chief negotiator of the 

CKFTA, Ian Burney, joined the delegation for the Seoul portion of the mission, and had productive 

meetings with his counterparts. 

 

The 5-day trade mission to Seoul and Busan highlighted the strengthened relationship between Canada 

and Korea through enhanced opportunities in bilateral trade and investment since the 

Canada-Korea Free Trade Agreement (CKFTA) came into force on January 1, 2015. The itinerary 

included a number of targeted and general opportunities for delegates to interact with their Korean 

counterparts. The robust itinerary underscores the benefits for producers, exporters and consumers 

through removal of tariffs in multiple sectors including industrial goods, agricultural and agri-food, fish 

and seafood, and forestry and value-added wood products. Canadian business and consumers will 

benefit from the agreement, especially those in British Columbia since the province is Canada’s 

gateway to the Asia Pacific Region. The trade mission provided an opportunity for Canadian business 

leaders, including many from British Columbia to expand their trade opportunities and open new 

markets for their products which will provide jobs and growth in the local economy.  

 

 

 

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE TRADE MISSION AND SEN. MARTIN'S PARLIAMENTARY 

PROGRAM 

 

February 9, 2015 

 CKFTA Forum co-hosted by the Federation of Korean Industries, Canadian Chamber of 

Commerce (of Canada and Korea) and the Business Development Canada. Minister Fast 

addressed the delegation jointly with his counterpart, His Excellency YOON, Sang-jik, Minister 

of Trade, Industry and Energy. Sen. Martin also participated in a bilateral meeting between the 

Ministers to continue discussions on important on-going items to further deepen trade relations. 

 Sen. Martin and the delegation enjoyed the showcase of world-class Canadian wine, beer and 

spirits now in the South Korean market 



February 10, 2015 

 Sen. Martin and PS Leung and PS Braid met Minister PARK, Sung Choon, Minister of Patriots 

and Veterans Affairs, at the National War Museum and participated in two wreath-laying 

ceremonies at the Canadian 60Anniversary Memorial and the Memorial Hall (at the Canadian 

section), followed by a tour and lunch meeting with the Minister. 

 Sen. Martin witnessed the successful promotion and showcasing of world-class Canadian 

products and services during a networking event called Export Cafe, attended by various Korean 

businesses that already import or are interested in importing Canadian goods. MOUs were signed 

and awards were presented at the all-day event. 

 

 

February 11, 2015 

 Sen. Martin and PS Leung met with their Korean counterparts, including: 

 Deputy Speaker JEONG Gab Yoon 

 Representative KIM Jung Hoon, member of Trade, Industry, and Energy Committee and 

author of the "UN Allied Forces Day" that enacts a day of remembrance on July 27th of 

each year 

 Representative LEE Jasmine, the first Filipina to serve in Korea's National Assembly, and 

champion of multiculturalism 

 Representative KIM Hyun Sook, who is leading the pension reforms as well as advocating 

for the rights of the so-called ‘comfort women’ (WWII victims of sexual slavery) 

 Deputy Prime Minister HWANG Woo-yea, Minister of Education and founding Co-Chair 

of the International Parliamentarians’ Coalition for North Korean Refugees and Human 

Rights (IPCNKR) 

 Sen. Martin and PS Leung visited the Seoul branch office of S.U.C.C.E.S.S, an immigrant service 

agency based in British Columbia 

 Sen. Martin and PS Leung and PS Braid attended a dinner hosted by H20 Pumassi, where she was 

honoured with her contributions to the success of the 2014 "Thank You From Korea" Canada 

Tour (for Canada's Veterans of the Korean War) 

 

 

February 12, 2015 

 Sen. Martin joined Minister Fast at the Provincial Hall to meet with the Governor of 

Gyeongsangnam-do, HONG Joon-Pyo. 

 The delegation visited Canada Club (a store featuring premium Canadian brands of Montreal, 

Quebec), followed by a reception hosted by the Honorary Consul of Canada in Busan, Mr. BAEK 

Jeongho and the Busan Chamber of Commerce 

 

 

February 13, 2015 

 The Canadian delegation visited New Port of Busan, where 80% of Canada's exports are 

received, and met with the New Port authorities to discuss future opportunities for Canada and 

Busan/Korea. A wrap-up session with Minister Fast, concluding the official trade mission for the 

delegates 

 Min. Fast, Sen. Martin, PS Leung and PS Braid, joined by Rep. KIM Jung Hoon, visited the 

United Nations Memorial Cemetery to lay wreaths on behalf of Canada, and visit the graves of 

the Canadian fallen 

 



The trade mission included meetings with Presidents of key Korean companies: DSME, Samsung, 

Naver, and more. Additionally, a roundtable discussion with highly successful importers and 

distributers of premium Canadian products (such a Canada Goose) reinforced the star-power of the 

maple leaf and Canadian brands. 

 

“Businesses in British Columbia and across Canada can now compete on a level playing field in the 

Korean Market. This trade mission, shortly after the implementation of the CKFTA, is intended to 

harness the opportunities for producers, exporters and consumers and make our presence known in 

Korea. This Year of the Canada-Korea Free Trade Agreement will be the beginning of a new era of 

Canada Korea relations where new partnerships and opportunities will flourish!” - Senator Yonah 

Martin 

 

 

(Media) Minister Fast Leads Trade Mission to South Korea: 

http://www.international.gc.ca/commerce/visit-visite/korea-coree_2015.aspx?lang=eng 
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